NATCA Selects Veteran Legislative Activist to Lead 'Boots on the Ground'
Noted labor activist Mike Ingrao passes baton to NATCA's Tom Thompson

The Boots on the Ground program is an organized labor outreach program educating members of NATCA and other unions about legislative issues important to the labor movement at large. Read more.

Turn Off Tune In
Cleveland rocks out distractions

New phone charging stations are helping keep the control room at Cleveland Center free of distractions. Read more.

NATCA30: NATCA Breaks Away from MEBA
Change in affiliation to AFL-CIO in 1998 marked key milestone for NATCA
NATCA set a new course for the future of the Union after gaining financial independence. Read more.

**NiW: A Personal Experience**  
*NATCA works for me*

Read JAX Tower/TRACON controller Holly Denny's account of the importance of NATCA in Washington and the work the Union does each day on behalf of its members. Read more.

**NiW Award Recap**  
*Trish Gilbert Legislative Activism Award winner Noel Kingston*

NATCA member Noel Kingston was honored for his many years of service as an activist and Arizona state legislative coordinator. Read more.

**CFS Panel Recap**  
*Runway safety*

Panelists discussed challenges to runway safety including runway incursions and construction. Read more.

**CFS Award Recap**  
*James L. Oberstar Sentinel of Safety Award winners NTSB member Christopher Hart and FAA Administrator Michael Huerta*

The Sentinel of Safety award honors aviation leaders outside of NATCA who have displayed outstanding achievement in the advancement of aviation safety. Read more.

**WorkLife Wisdom**  
*Addressing difficult relationships*

Learn tips on changing your perceptions of a negative relationship and tools to move on together. Read more.
Photo Album
Washington, D.C.

Our complete collection of photos from NATCA in Washington, including all speakers, the opening reception, and our members on Capitol Hill meeting with members of Congress and their staffs. View here.

This Week's Notebook
Keep up to date with all things NATCA

NATCA tango mug, SkyOne member benefits, and seminar dates. Read more.
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